
We can confidently ESTIMATE upper limit of a rate:
Suppose you read that a reaction rate for A + B  C 
has a rate = 1 x 108 M per second when
both [A] and [B] = 0.01 M, and it is claimed that the reaction must 
be diffusion controlled because it is so fast. we estimate k = 109-1010

for NON- H+

1

Therefore the claim was FALSE!   

My aim is for you to KNOW just as certainly that the  1x108 =1 x 1012 x 
0.01 x 0.01 is absolutely as ridiculous as a human swimming 100 mph   

To check this we ask what k would give 108 Ms-1?
Rate = k [A][B]  = 1x108 = k x 0.01 x 0.01   Solve for k

k = 1x108/10-4 = 1012 M-2s-1

The above claim is like saying a person swam 100 mph!
This is something EVERYONE KNOWS absolutely cannot be!!
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Planck’s constant frequency of light
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The first equation of 
quantum behavior,
Planck (1905):
The tightly confined particles in 
matter apparently can emit
light only in quanta:

∆E = hν
That, (along with Boltzmann’s 
constant)--which Planck
evaluated) was the only thing 
that would explain the spectrum 
of hot objects like the Sun. 

He did not ask the obvious 
question: why don’t 
electrons fall into the 
nucleus? -- because
no one knew about the very
smallness of the nucleus 
until 7 years later:
Rutherford’s experiment
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The second shocking quantum effect:
(In response to Planck’s proposal)
Also in 1905

= “PHOTON”

What’s nu?  c/λ∆E = hν ν = frequency
of light (prounced “new”

The energy in light is ALSO quantized!
(Einstein liked symmetry)
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nu
n(y)o͞o/
noun
noun: nu; plural noun: nus

1.the thirteenth letter of the Greek alphabet ( Ν, ν ), transliterated as ‘n.’

What's nu? "c over lambda"? I don't get it... can anyone explain ...
https://answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20091124185256AAXTufM
Nov 24, 2009 - I understand that nu = c / lambda. But what is the joke here?

If you type  “What’s nu?” into Google Search:

https://answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20091124185256AAXTufM
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1 mole of photons = 1 Einstein

What’s nu?  c/λ∆E = hν ν = frequency
of light (prounced “new”

662
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Divide top and bottom by Avogadros number
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The major lesion

What Planck was trying 
to understand:  ∆E = hν
is what makes the
curve come down
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The DNA bases AND ozone absorb UV in the same wavelength range!!
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Enzymes enormously accelerate the rates of chemical 
reactions over the rates of the same reactions in water (by 
108-1015 -fold), but the precise manner by which enzymes 
accomplish this in detail is still considered an open question

We are making a seamless transition from obtaining a detailed 
understanding of how the intense internal electric fields in 
proteins profoundly affect the properties of tryptophan 
fluorescence, towards a better understanding and more 
detailed view of how enzymes attain their astronomical 
acceleration of biochemical reactions.  

We are currently performing classical 
and quantum molecular dynamics 
computations on the active sites of 
many enzymes, with the goal of 
observing unbiased enzymatic reaction 
events.



What is the order
with respect to 
substrate NOW?

What is the order
with respect to 
substrate?
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Enzyme has
VERY low
concentration
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What are the units of KM? Concentration = mol/L
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Note the similarity to
dialysis equilibrium

Same solution
to problem: 
turn equation 
upside down.
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